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T ech stocks were shockedat the end of February asmassive selling hit thesector. While the blame ini-
tially was placed on a dramatic sell-off
in China and concerns about the sub-
prime-mortgage market, the truth of the
matter is the overall stock market needed
a pullback. We had come a long way
from the summer-2006 lows without a
significant correction.The new reality is that volatility is

back. Given the market’s negative bias
during the first few trading days ofMarch (big investors selling into rallies),

it’s going to take some time before we
get on better footing.In the meantime, we have the oppor-

tunity to assess the relative strength of
different tech names. Some stocks are
outperforming and some are underper-
forming, which gives us an indication of
how the big money is flowing.Here’s what I’m talking about:Company H is down 10.8% andCompany T is off 9.4% since the end of

January, while Company F is up 2.4%
and Company G has rallied 7.2%.The pullback has created some buy-

ing opportunities, especially amongstocks where the fundamentals areimproving and earnings estimates are on
the rise. For example, Vulture Portfolio
holding Company D (CMPY, $25.75),
down 2.9% since the end of January, has
seen its forward P/E (based on the FY
2008 EPS estimate) decline to 16.5 from
18 at the start of February even though
estimates have been trending higher. I’ve
raised Company J’s rating back to ‘Buy-
1/L’ based on this dichotomy.

In 3D | If the market correction contin-
ues into early spring, there will be plenty
more tech bargains out there. One stock to
keep an eye on is Company B (SMPL,
$38.99), the design-software company
best known for itsAutoCAD product.The company recently reported fiscal

Q4 revenue growth of 19%, propelled in
part by upgrades to 3D applications,
which saw growth of 40%. Model-based
3D products represented 24% of total
Q4 revenue, which means the upgrade
cycle has plenty of life in it.In Q4, Company B’s Building Sys-

tems unit (15% of total revenue) expe-
rienced 41% growth driven by a dou-

bling of Revit revenue, while the Man-
ufacturing Systems unit (20% of total
revenue) saw 32% growth thanks to
solid demand for AutoCAD Mechani-
cal. The Media & Entertainment unit
saw revenue rise 51% on 70% growth
in the animation segment.

Company B has a few positive trends
working in its favor, including increased
demand for subscriptions (subscription
revenue jumped 53% in the latest quar-
ter) and a strong uptake from emerging
markets, which experienced 44% rev-
enue growth. Emerging markets account-
ed for 15% of total revenue in the latest
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John Sill is poised to increasehis stake in Company F to asmuch as 5.5% of the outstand-ing shares.

Takeover odds elevated atCompany T and Company DCompany P beat the Q4 EPSconsensus by two cents andadded 95 new banking cus-tomers (233 for the whole year).
For 2007, revenue is expected to
rise 35% to 45%. The new pricetarget is $20.75.

Company S is down 20%from its 52-week high. Look forsupport in the $45 to $47 area.Company T shares settingup for potential move off head-and-shoulders bottom datingback to summer 2006 lows
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Your New-Subscriber Welcome Gift!
Robert DeFrancesco’s just-released $79 special
report, 7 Tech Takeover Plays for 2007. 

It’s one of the biggest thrills in investing: you open
up the morning paper and see a stock you own
has been taken over, giving you an instant windfall
profit of 30%, 50%, even 100%.

Tech-Stock Prospector subscribers have felt that
thrill a lot lately. In the past 48 months, no less
than seven of our portfolio holdings have been
bought out—handing subscribers virtually
overnight profits averaging 59%. 

7 Tech Takeover Plays for 2007 gives you Rob’s
latest research on the tech companies most likely
to be acquired this year. His new report highlights
seven of the most tempting buyout targets in the
industry today. Buy into these stocks now and get
ready for a thrilling ride!

Priced at $79 for non-subscribers, it’s yours FREE!

To take advantage of this special offer, return 
the coupon below or call TSP Customer Service
toll-free at 800-392-0998.
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